Abstract-We propose a closed-loop scheme that combines opportunistic beamforming (OBF) and closed-loop (CL) transmit-diversity (TD) techniques. This quantized OBF scheme is compatible with CL TD algorithms, and allows to adaptively control the amount of feedback overhead according to the number of participating users. Closed-form expressions for the SNR gain of the quantized OBF proposal are derived. Important reductions in the amount of feedback overhead are observed without affecting the SNR gain considerably, when compared to CL TD techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transmit diversity (TD) represents a popular approach to combat the detrimental effects of radio channels. Broadly speaking, these antenna diversity techniques can be divided into two categories: open-loop (OL) and closed-loop (CL) [1] . Closed-loop TD techniques typically outperform the OL ones within low-mobility environments, but they require a tight mobile to base station (BS) feedback. Closed-loop TD methods are well suitable for real-time services, because all active users constantly report transmit (Tx) weights to the BS. However, the total amount of feedback information that CL TD methods require becomes prohibitive as the number of Tx antennas and participating users grow. To cope with this, the authors of [2] suggested an alternative approach, opportunistic beamforming (OBF), to exploit the benefits of multi-antenna transmissions for non-real-time services. Since CL TD and OBF are complementary approaches rather than competitive, we aim to combine these two designs in this work.
Closed-loop TD can simultaneously provide diversity gain and increase the received signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) by transmitting along the quantized eigen-direction of the fading channel. On the other hand, in the conventional OBF scheme a single beam is randomly formed without any channel knowledge at the transmitter, and transmission is scheduled to the user reporting the best SNR gain. Since OBF only requires SNR reports that do not depend on the number of Tx antennas, it remarkably reduces the amount of feedback overhead when compared to CL TD techniques. Moreover, it has already been observed that OBF tends to approach the performance of (unquantized) CL TD as the number of participating users grows [2] . This behavior is based on the fact that in a large system with many independent users, there is likely to be a user whose instantaneous channel matches to the random Tx weight vector.
The applied quantization scheme in OBF is important, because one of the main motivations for this technique is to reduce feedback overhead. The implementation of a simple and robust OBF quantization design compatible with other existing CL TD methods is motivated by two facts. Firstly, the wireless system with M t uncorrelated Tx antenna branches is well suitable for both, OBF and CL TD. Secondly, OBF is best suitable for non-real-time services while CL TD can be used for real-time services.
In this work we introduce an OBF quantization scheme in which feedback information is based on mutual state of CL TD weight estimated in reception and pseudo-random OBF weight employed in transmission. We derive closed-form expressions for the SNR gain when Tx weights consist of phase shifts only, such that Tx power in different antennas remains the same all the time. The proposed scheme is inherently fair and results in considerable savings in feedback overhead when compared with CL TD techniques.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model along with the underlying CL TD algorithm. Section III presents the preliminary design of proposed OBF scheme, while Section IV derives the analytical framework that should be taken into account when evaluating the performance of our OBF proposal in a given wireless scenario. Simulation results are presented in Section V, while comparison with other conventionally quantized OBF schemes is carried out in Section VI. Finally, Section VII draws the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink wireless environment with K active users, where the BS has M t Tx antennas and each mobile has a single-element antenna. Moreover, consider that all users are homogeneous and that they experience independent fading. In addition, we also assume that each user equipment has a low-rate reliable and delay-free feedback channel to the BS.
Each user estimates the M t channels based on M t common pilot signals. Thus, the channels are given by
where h k,m [i] represents the channel gain from Tx antenna m to mobile user k at scheduling time interval i. In case of flat fading and in the presence of a rich scattering environment,
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channel gain h k,m can be described by a zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable (RV). The signal received by a scheduled user k at time instant i reads as 
A. Closed-Loop Transmit Diversity
In case of CL TD scheme, the same information stream is transmitted through all BS antennas by applying a different complex weight for each antenna. If the design target is to maximize the received SNR, the phases of Tx weights should be determined such that the signals from the different Tx antennas add up constructively in reception. In addition, the amplitudes of Tx weights should be selected according to the channel gains of each particular transmission branch (intuitively, the stronger is the component channel, the more power should be transmitted through it). However, since maintaining power balance between antenna elements is advantageous from a practical systems design viewpoint, we assume that Tx weights consist of phase shifts only. Note that power variation problem was identified in [2] as an important issue to be taken into account when designing Tx power amplifiers in the original OBF proposal.
It is well known that a uniform quantizer suffices for the quantization of phase differences [3] . Therefore, the different components of a generic Tx weight vector w = (w 1 , . . . , w Mt ) T in quantization set W can be written as
In this case, the phases of Tx weight components are Mt·Np feedback words. However, this component-wise decision reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm with no significant performance degradation. In addition, it allows to divide the information into subwords to spread the feedback over a longer time interval.
B. Opportunistic Beamforming
In a conventional OBF scheme, the information bit stream is multiplied by a Tx weight vector that is selected in a random fashion. The OBF design proposed in this work assumes that pseudo-random Tx weight vector w[i] is known to both transmitter and receivers for all time instants i. This assumption is valid if Tx weight vectors belong to a finite quantization set W, and if the Tx weight sequence is either informed to the receiver, or stored in its memory beforehand. In the former case, long-term signaling is needed while initializing the OBF algorithm. In the latter case, the receiver needs to synchronize to the sequence.
Data transmission is carried out on a channel that is shared among K users in a time-division multiple-access fashion. Scheduling decisions are based on signaling of channel quality indicator (CQI) that is proportional to the received SNRs in mobile stations. Due to quantization, CQI feedback words from some users may be identical. Among such users, scheduling decision is done randomly. The effect of shadowing is scaled away and thus, the expected value of the SNR is identical for all users. Moreover, the influence of feedback delay is also neglected since the analysis is concentrated in slow mobility environments.
III. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF QUANTIZED OBF SCHEME
In the proposed OBF scheme, the sum channel is varied by changing Tx weight vector w[i] in time. Since the receiver knows the pseudo-random Tx weight that will be applied by the BS in the next scheduling time interval i + 1, it can use this information to estimate the received SNR in time instant i + 1 as
Note that this estimation becomes more reliable as the dynamics of the fading environment decreases. In a conventional OBF scheme, quantized value of SNR[i+1] would be reported to the transmitter through the feedback link [5] , [6] . However, a rather different approach is employed in our system proposal. That is, after estimating the channel quality for the next scheduling time interval, the mobile user searches the CL TD weight w[i] that maximizes
for the given CL TD feedback algorithm. Then, the receiver sends back to the transmitter a new CQI
where (·) † denotes Hermitian transpose, that represents the mutual state between the calculated CL TD weight and the pseudo-random OBF weight for the next scheduling time interval. Scheduling decisions are then solely based on the CQI information (1) reported by all active users. It is worth noticing that this method fully relies on underlying quantization of the CL TD. However, as it will be shown later, the amount of feedback overhead in this new proposal is far lower than the one needed in CL TD methods. Moreover, the given quantization does not depend on the channel statistics and on the number of active users [6] , [7] . Finally, since we focus on slow mobility environments with large coherence time when compared to scheduling time interval, CQI estimates are considered to become reliable. Therefore, from now on, we simplify the notation by neglecting the time index i.
IV. QUANTIZED OBF FEEDBACK DESIGN

A. Induced Quantization
One of the main goals of the original OBF scheme is to reduce the feedback overhead. This is done by quantizing the SNR of the sum channel instead of individual gains of the component channels. In this section, it is shown how the selected CL TD algorithm induces a certain SNR quantization that can be used in this new practical OBF proposal. Keeping this in mind, the following notation
is introduced to define the subset of weights w in quantization set W that admit the same length of projection w † w , where w is the best weight from the CL TD algorithm point of view for the given channel realization. Evidently, the elements in subset W κ ( w) vary with w. Therefore, before further discussion, some preliminary results need to be shown. 
where operations are done in modulo 2π. Since phase quantization is uniform, it can be shown that {φ b,m : m = 1, . . . , M t } are also valid phase quantization points. Therefore, we have that Tx weight vector w b also lies in quantization set W. Moreover, we have that projection
is also equal to κ. Based on this, it can be observed that Tx weight vector w b lies in subset W κ ( w 2 ). In addition, since (2) defines a one-to-one mapping between every element in W κ ( w 1 ) and W κ ( w 2 ), it can be concluded that the number of elements in each subset W κ (·) remains constant.
Let K be the set of all possible projection values κ = w † w : w ∈ W . Since the elements of K do not depend on best weight w for the given channel realization, notation W κ will be used instead of W κ ( w) from now on to denote the different subsets in quantization set W. Note that subsets W κ define a partition on set W. Therefore,
General feedback design: Let h be the channel impulse response vector that a user estimates from common pilot signals, and let w be the pseudo-random Tx weight vector that the BS applies in transmission in a given scheduling time interval. Firstly, the receiver searches the best Tx weight w for the given channel realization. After that, it computes the decision variable that is proportional to projection κ = w † w . Finally, it maps this computed value to a feedback word b κ and signals it back to the transmitter.
B. Amount of Feedback Overhead
From the OBF system design point of view, the amount of feedback information that should be reported to the transmitter is of great importance. Since the required capacity of the feedback channel depends on cardinality of set K, the following proposition is useful to carry out feedback overhead analysis:
Proposition 2: Assume that the OBF scheme is relying on a CL TD phase feedback algorithm designed for M t Tx antennas and N p phase bits per Tx antenna. If M t is even, then
when N p = 1 and N p = 2, respectively. Note that most of the SNR gain from CL TD phase adjustment algorithm is obtained when N p = 3 [4] . However, the analysis is reduced to N p = 1, 2 because additional gain that is reaped with N p = 3 does not justify the higher amount of feedback overhead that would be required.
Proof:
In a CL TD scheme, all Tx weights are equally probable when channels are independent and identically distributed. Therefore, it can be assumed that w =
This
where φ m ∈ {0, π} when N p = 1 and
Basically, we need to find out how many different absolute values are admitted by the sum in equation (3) .
Let us first focus on N p = 1. Since in this case e −jφm lies in set {−1, 1} with equal probability, the sum in (3) resembles a symmetric random-walk (RW) process on the integers that starts at the origin [8] . Therefore, at each time instant, the process is either increased or decreased by 1 with identical probability. Based on this, it is not difficult to see that 
This allow us to conclude that number of elements is equal to
when N p = 1 and M t is even or odd, respectively. The analysis when N p = 2 is straightforward. However, in this case the sum in (3) can be seen as a two-dimensional RW process in which the walker is restricted to change positions on a square lattice with equal probability of moving up, down, left and right at each step. This RW analysis in square lattice can be further simplified by considering that the coordinates of the moving object are two independent one-dimensional RW processes, since there is a direct one-to-one mapping if we use a scaling factor of
and a phase rotation of π 4 on every visited point. Based on this, we define
where both κ x and κ y lies in the set defined in (4). Therefore,
for even M t , and
for odd M t . This allow us to conclude that the number of elements in set K (or K 2 ) for N p = 2 is equal to
when M t is even, and
when M t is odd. With these final expressions, the proof is concluded.
C. Feedback Word Probabilities
Even though all feedback words are equally probable in CL TD phase feedback algorithms, this property does not hold any more in the new OBF proposal because now partition subsets do not have the same number of elements. Since the probability of reporting a given OBF feedback word is
we need to find out an expression for the cardinality of every partition subset W κ that compose quantization set W.
Proposition 3:
Assume that OBF is relying on a CL TD phase feedback algorithm designed for M t Tx antennas. If N p = 1, then, for any κ that lies in set (4), it can be observed that
where Mt m is the binomial coefficient of M t and m, and
When N p = 2, then
where κ is defined by (5) for any κ x and κ y in set (4), and
Proof: Let us start with N p = 1. Let us focus again on the one-dimensional RW process, where M t is the number of steps of equal length taken along the integers, with equal probability of taking a step to the right or to the left. If we examine the probability of taking exactly m r steps out of M t to the right, there are Mt mr ways of doing so. Since the probability of taking a particular ordered sequence is
2
Mt , we have that
Therefore, P {b κ } for κ = 0 is obtained by replacing m r = Mt 2 in (8); note that this event can only take place when M t is even. Similarly, P {b κ } for κ = 0 is obtained replacing
Based on the fact that the RW process under consideration is symmetric, the probability of reporting feedback word b κ is found out by replacing m r = Mt 2 (1 − κ) in (8) and adding an auxiliary term B 1 (κ), with B 1 (κ) equal to 1 when κ = 0 and 2 otherwise. This allows to arrive to the final probability expressions (6) , that correspond to N p = 1.
The analysis for N p = 2 is very similar, and the idea is to decompose the compound two-dimensional RW process in two independent one-dimensional RW ones. When studying the probability of taking exactly m r and m u steps out of M t to the right and upwards, respectively, it can be observed that there are This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2008 proceedings. the probability of taking a particular ordered sequence in this two-dimensional situation is 1 2 2Mt , it can be observed that
Following a similar procedure to the one employed in the one-dimensional case, we have that m r = (1 − κ y ) . Moreover, the auxiliary term is now denoted as B 2 (κ x , κ y ), and it can take 3 different values. That is, B 2 (κ x , κ y ) = 1 when κ x = κ y = 0, B 2 (κ x , κ y ) = 4 when κ x = κ y and both are different from 0 or when exactly one κ x or κ y is equal to 0 and the other is different from 0, and finally B 2 (κ x , κ y ) = 8 in all the other situations. Substituting these concepts in (9) allows us to obtain the probability of feedback word b κ when N p = 2. Final probability expressions is given in (7) . With this formula, the proof is concluded.
D. Analysis Based on SNR Gain
The computation of expected SNR gain in the receiver gives a simple and useful indicator that illustrates the benefits of the CL scheme. This is based on the fact that SNR gain provides information concerning the coherent combining benefit inherent to successful CL processing of the transmitted signal [4] . Therefore, from performance analysis viewpoint, it is of great importance to derive an expression for the SNR gain when pseudo-random Tx weight w lies in a given subset W κ .
Proposition 4:
Let w be the best Tx weight according to a given CL TD phase feedback algorithm designed for M t Tx antennas and N p phase bits per Tx antenna. Then, for any Tx weight vector w in subset W κ , the SNR gain is given by 
where phase differences can be further written in the form
with differences computed in modulo 2π. Based on this notation, SNR gain expression can be rewritten as
The computation of ε 1 and ε 2 follows the same principle; therefore, only the former is computed in detail.
After expanding the square of sum ε 1 , two different kinds of terms are observed in the resulting formula. On one hand,
where the second equality is due to the fact that in our Rayleigh fading model phases and amplitude are independent with E α 2 m = 1 for all m. On the other hand, terms
with m = l can also be observed. Note that the second stage of (12) is due to the assumption that separate channel gains are uncorrelated with E {α m } = π 4 for all m. Employing the cosine summation formula, we have that
Since φ m is the nearest phase in quantization to ψ m , it can be observed that
Np π sin π 2 Np = c N , and E {sin (∆ m )} = 0 due to sine function being odd. Hence,
Following a similar procedure, it can be observed that
[
After combining (11), (13), (14), and (15) we arrive at
where the sum is taken over all pairs (m, l) for which m = l. In order solve the sum in (16), it can be observed that
where the latter sum vanishes because sine function is odd. By combining (17) with (16) we finally obtain expression (10) that concludes the proof. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we analyze the performance of the proposed OBF scheme in terms of the SNR gain. Before presenting the analytic expressions, we introduce the following notation. Let K = {κ 1 , . . . , κ n } be the quantization set that corresponds to a given wireless scenario with M t Tx antennas and N p CL TD phase bits per Tx antenna, where n = |K| defines the amount of feedback overhead, as explained in Section IV-B. Let κ (r) be the r-th member of the sequence that is obtained when arranging the elements of K in an increasing order, such that κ (1) ≤ κ (2) ≤ · · · ≤ κ (n) . Moreover, let P (r) denote the probability that a mobile user reports feedback word b κ (r) , and let G (r) be the SNR gain that is observed when this feedback word is retrieved. Using a relatively simple discrete type RV analysis, it is not difficult to see that the SNR gain in the presence of K active users is given by
where compact notation
has been used to simplify the final expression. Note that log 2 (n) feedback bits per active user are required, where x denotes the smallest integer not less than x. When the number of participating users grows, the probability of scheduling a user that reports a feedback word b κ with κ close to 1 increases. Therefore, it would be interesting to implement an adaptive feedback strategy that dynamically controls the number of partition subsets Q that should be uniquely identified at the transmitter given a particular system scenario. Adaptive feedback would allow to reduce the number of feedback bits per active user, and when properly designed, would not affect the performance of the proposed OBF scheme considerably. Note that optimal Q in terms of system performance would vary according to the number of users K. For practical design reasons, it is desirable that Q takes values equal to 2 q , with q = 1, . . . , log 2 (n) , where x denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x.
The basic idea behind this enhanced feedback proposal is to group partition subsets W κ (r) : r = 1, . . . , (n − Q + 1) into a single union subset, and use only one feedback word to identify it. On the other hand, all the other (Q − 1) partition subsets W κ (r) : r = (n − Q + 2) , . . . , n still have a specific feedback word that would allow to uniquely identify them at the transmitter. When implementing this strategy, the following SNR gain expression can be now derived:
where log 2 (Q) is the number of feedback bits per user. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the SNR gain of CL TD scheme and the quantized OBF for different user scenarios when the number of phase bits per Tx antenna is equal to 1 and 2, respectively. Closed-loop TD SNR gain curves (solid lines) are given by (10) when κ = 1, while quantized OBF SNR gain plots (dashed curves and dashed-dotted curves) correspond to analytical expression (19) with Q = 2, 4 (i.e., 1 and 2 feedback bits per user). The behavior of quantized OBF scheme for Q = n, represented by analytical expression (18), is not included in all these plots because its performance enhancement is small with respect to the quantized OBF case with 2 feedback bits per user. In all these cases, point values
('*') represent the corresponding simulated point data that herein corroborate the analysis.
From these figures it can be observed that CL TD SNR gain does not vary with the number of participating users and, as expected, represents the asymptotic upper bound for any version of our quantized OBF proposal. However, the main drawback of CL TD is that the amount of feedback overhead becomes prohibitive as the number of Tx antennas and participating user grows. This favors our OBF proposal, because feedback overhead can be drastically reduced if we sacrifice a small fraction of the SNR gain that CL TD provides. For example, Fig. 1 shows that performance loss of the quantized OBF, when the feedback information per user is restricted to 1 (2) bit(s) and the underlying CL TD technique employs 1 phase bit per Tx antenna, is about 0.3 dB (1 dB) for 4 (8) Tx antennas and 16 (64) active users. However, note that this quantized OBF scheme requires 4 times less feedback overhead per user when compared to CL TD. Similarly, from Fig. 2 , it can be observed that the performance loss of the quantized OBF is even lower when the number of phase bits per Tx antenna increases to 2. In this situation, the SNR reduction for 1 (2) feedback bit(s) per user is negligible (0.5 dB) when BS has 2 (4) Tx antennas and 16 (64) participating users. Note that again, the amount of feedback information per user is still 4 times lower in this situation.
VI. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER QUANTIZED OBF TECHNIQUES
Transmitting to the user with the best channel within OBF improves system throughput, but it may be unfair to some users in the system. To cope with this, the authors of [2] suggested to ensure fairness by means of proportional fair scheduling (PFS). In this context, they examined the throughput of a system that combines OBF with PFS assuming unquantized feedback, and showed that for a large number of active users, the average throughput of each user approaches that of coherent unquantized feedback and round-robin scheduling. Note that this theorem imposes a clear upper bound for the performance of the OBF scheme when combined with fair scheduling and unquantized CL TD.
Seeking practical system implementations, many works have examined the effect of feedback quantization on the performance of the conventional OBF scheme [5] , [6] . It was concluded that already few quantization levels can yield a throughput that is only slightly less than that with unquantized feedback. Furthermore, it was observed that optimal quantization thresholds depend on Tx power and the number of users, but there is no closed-form solution for these thresholds. Moreover, the number of participating users required to achieve asymptotic performance increases rapidly as the number of Tx antennas grows [2] , [9] .
The quantized OBF scheme proposed in this work is fair, because all users have the same probability to be scheduled at any given scheduling time interval. This is based on the fact that scheduling decisions only depend on the relative phases between Tx antennas and not on channel gain amplitudes.
It was observed in Section V that the performance of our quantized OBF scheme approaches asymptotically the one of CL TD phase feedback method while requiring less feedback than the CL TD schemes. This behavior can be explicitely obtained when comparing (19) for large K with (10) for κ = 1. Similarly, performance loss of quantized CL TD phase feedback algorithms with respect to unquantized CL TD transmitter was extensively studied in [4] . We note that an explicit performance comparison between our quantized OBF and a conventionally quantized OBF merits a separate publication, and therefore, it is a subject of current research. However, we highlight that the performance loss of our proposal is not expected to be significant with the additional advantages that our proposed OBF technique: 1) Implements a multiuser quantization scheme that does not depend on the Tx power and on the number of active users, 2) Provides full compatibility with CL TD schemes. No additional pilots (and therefore no additional Tx power) are required to estimate the overall channel gain. Mobile stations perform the same calculations as in case of CL TD schemes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS We proposed a practical quantization approach for opportunistic beamforming (OBF) that makes possible to reap a large fraction of the SNR gain provided by closed-loop (CL) transmit-diversity (TD). The quantized OBF proposal is compatible with CL TD methods, and gives the chance to adaptively control the amount of feedback overhead according to the number of participating users, which results in a major reduction in feedback overhead. Such a strategy is attractive for flexible latency data applications in wireless systems with limited control signaling capacity. We derived closed-form expressions for the SNR gain of our quantized OBF proposal. These expressions follow the simulated values well.
